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Dear Sir or Madam: 

This is regarding FSIS 9 CFR Part 381 RIN 0583-AC97 

Adverse Comment 

I am extremely concerned about the possibility of Australia and New Zealand importing Emu 
and other Ratite products into the United States with out restrictions. My husband and I 
are emu farmers here in the Colorado and have spent most of our life savings trying to 
develop a viable agricultural endeavor. Along with other Colorado emu farmers, we have 
spent thousands of hours at farmers markets, community events, schools giving lectures, 
and anywhere possible educating the American public of the benefits of using emu oil and 
eating healthy low fat emu meat. We are just now in 2003 seeing the fruit of our hours 
and money. We most certainly do not need the market flooded with low cost emu meat and emu 
oil from emu not raised to our very strict industry guidelines. The public will not know 
the difference in the quality, only the price will be lower than we can afford to sell the 
product and it will undermine all our hard work. 
We are all careful to raise healthy birds, and spend the extra dollars to maintain our 
emus without antibiotics and medication. We spend much more here in the US to have the 
processing preformed ( approximately $90) per bird. It is probable that feed and labor 
costs are also lower in Australia and New Zealand. These costs have to passed on to the 
consumer or we have no business. Please do not put us out of business. 
Thank you, 

President of the Colorado Emu Association 
2051 County Road 82E 
Livermore, Colorado 80436 

Terry Turner /S/ 

970 -4 93 - 9262 
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